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Progress / Timeline for GMP3…

❑ begin work on regional reports Nov. 2018

❑ WEOG teleconference #18 on October 10, 2020

❑ draft regional reports completed and reviewed/revised Fall/Winter 2021

❑ compilation of regional reports by GC group (late March 2021+) 

❑ Global GMP3 Report – 1st draft December 2021  (to support EE report, due 2023)

❑ GMP3 Report finalized by Global Coordination Group,  October 2022

❑ Effectiveness Evaluation report – 2023 (COP11) 



GMP3 Highlights 
Substance / Media Focus



Table 1.3 Summary of available temporal trend information on POPs in different media by region. 

“Information on changes in 
concentrations over time is 
improving, but remains limited 
for newer analytes in most 
regions.” 

▪ Challenges for GMP 
monitoring to keep up with 
growing list of POPs, 
especially in developing 
regions.

▪ Need for partnerships to 
address data gaps – both 
spatial and for certain 
chemicals



Air

Important role of passive air 
sampling and consideration 
of particle-associated POPs

Limited trend data for PFASs

Use of precipitation and ice 
core data to supplement 
trends for PFASs

Linking air data with toxicity
e.g. transcriptomics and 
bioassays

Figure 1.1 Sampling sites

currently operating under

existing active and

passive air monitoring

programmes for POPs

that are contributing to

the GMP (Source:

Guidance on the global

monitoring plan,

UNEP/POPS/COP.10/INF

/42).



Declining trends 
continue for legacy 
POPs at the global 
scale.

Need for efficiencies 
and partnerships to 
meet growing 
challenges for air 
monitoring.



Human Tissues

UNEP/WHO Human Milk Survey 
continues to reveal  temporal 
trends of legacy POPs. 

Need participation from more 
countries and to include new 
POPs in target list.

Role for human sample archive



WATER

Support for UNEP/GEF water study 
design, central lab.

River data is promising for trends 
assessment

Rivers/Lakes

Coastal Seas and Ocean
Need to improve detection 
limits especially for ocean 
data 

Should target precursors 
of PFOS, PFOA and PFHxS
and “total” methods. e.g. 
TOP assay



Other Media

green: decreasing concentrations, yellow: non-linear changes in concentrations that are neither 

increasing nor decreasing, grey: no change, blue: no changes in concentrations over time/trend 

(statistically), red: increasing changes in concentrations
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Vast amounts of data exist and should 
continue to be made more accessible 
to support modelling

Climate effects on ecosystem 
structure, toxicity and POP trends in 
biota needs to be better understood

More work needed at interface 
of POPs and Biodiversity

Some older POPs like PCBs continue to 
exceed health thresholds



GMP3 Highlights 
Process Focus



Long Range Transport / Modeling - Air

Variety of modelling tools exist 
to assess and provide context for 
POP trends

Importance of “integrated” or 
“top-down” assessments

Chemical management affects 
POPs levels more than climate 
does 

Need for data on partitioning, 
degradation rates and emissions 

Figure 5.3g. Global gridded inventory of TCPP emissions to air 

inferred from the integrated ‘top-down’ modelling approach 

described in Li et al. (in press)



Figure 5.3.7 Modelled (color gradient 

in the background) and observed 

(colored symbols) concentrations of 

TCPP in air (pg m-3; top panel) and 

seawater (ng L-1; bottom panel) under 

the preferred scenario for TCPP 

emissions to air and water 

Modeled / Measured 
TCPP in Air and Water
(example of “top-down” approach)



Long Range Transport / Modeling - Water

Figure 5.3.9 Modelled temporal evolution of surface water (10 m) PFOS concentrations (pg/L) in the North 

Atlantic Ocean from 1980 to 2020, as described in Zhang et al. 2017.

Figure 5.3.10 Modelled PFOS concentrations in North Atlantic seawater (20°N–60°N; pg/L) at 

the surface mixed layer (A), the subsurface (B), near the permanent thermocline (C), and for the 

surface mixed layer within different 5o X 5o latitude/longitude geospatial regions (D–F) based on 

the updated PFOS release scenario shown in Figure 5.3.9. 



GMP outlook and potential intersections with TF HTAP… 

Measurement/Model Fusion and “Top-Down” approaches: 
▪ Spatial data for POPs under the GMP in increasing due to widespread adoption of 

passive sampling for air and water;   
▪ Will help to address lack of information on emissions for many newer POPs

Role of LRET of POPs, especially newer POPs (e.g., in nanoplastics, micro-plastics, 

biological vectors; e.g, UV328 and other POPs added to plastics):
▪ Implications for POPRC, POPs listing, challenges for modelling since not characterized

Role of local sources vs long-range transport: 
▪ Impact on GMP long term temporal trend series  (AMAP special review)

Modeling transformation products and chemical mixtures in air: 
▪ Modeling cumulative toxicity 


